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Abstract. An overview is presented of recent DNS of a series of turbulent/transitional
flows relevant to aerodynamics. These include a compressible plane wake, evolution of a
turbulent spot in a supersonic boundary layer, an oblique-shock/turbulent-boundary-layer
interaction, and temporal idealisations of perturbed low-speed turbulent boundary layers.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The focus of this presentation is upon results from direct numerical simulations (DNS)
of a range of idealized external high- and low-speed flows. Details of each of these nu-
merical studies have been (or will be) presented elsewhere (see references below). Our
purpose here is to illustrate how DNS can reveal fundamental features of fully turbulent
or transitional flows found in various aerodynamic applications.
2 SUBSONIC PLANE JET
Figure 1: DNS of noise from a Mach 0.9 plane jet: Upper half, dilatation; lower half, vorticity. Reynolds
number based on jet width is 2000. From Hu et al. [1]
Figure 1 is from Hu, Morfey and Sandham’s [1] DNS of turbulence-generated sound.
The vortical and dilatational fluctuations from this initially symmetric Mach 0.9 spatially
developing plane jet indicate the production of sound waves from the region of the flow
towards the end of the potential core of the jet (see also [2]).
3 SUPERSONIC TURBULENT SPOT
Another flow in which compressibility plays an important role is presented in figure 2,
from Krishnan’s [3] recent DNS of the evolution of a turbulent spot in a Mach 2 boundary
layer. At this Mach number, the lateral growth rate of the spot is reduced by 30%, relative
to the incompressible counterpart, by mechanisms that are not well understood. The DNS
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Figure 2: DNS of turbulent spot in Mach 2 boundary layer: Top, plan view; bottom, elevation. Iso-
surfaces of wall-normal vorticity ωy = ±0.06U∞/δ∗0 . Reynolds number based on inflow displacement
thickness δ∗0 is 950. From Krishnan [3].
reproduces the correct trend with Mach number and provides reference data for analysis
and large-eddy simulation model validation.
4 OBLIQUE-SHOCK/TURBULENT-BOUNDARY-LAYER INTERACTION
Figure 3 is from Li and Coleman’s [4] DNS of a Mach 2 turbulent boundary layer
subjected to an impinging oblique shock. The spatially developing boundary layer is
generated using an idealised unsteady analytic inflow profile that emulates the dynamical
features of wall-bounded turbulence. (This approach has the advantage of creating a self-
contained simulation with deterministic inflow conditions that prompt realistic mean-to-
turbulence energy transfer, and therefore a realistic fully developed turbulent boundary
layer, over a fairly short downstream distance.) The impinging shock induces a small
separation bubble and significant ‘intrinsic’ compressibility effects, unrelated to mean
property variations.
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Figure 3: Top to bottom: a) Mean pressure coefficient Cp: , inviscid idealisation at y = 30; ,
actual profile at y = 30; , actual profile at y = 0. Vertical line denotes location of shock/surface
reflection for inviscid flow. b) Mean pressure contours. Solid curve indicates M = 1 contour. c) Instan-
taneous spanwise vorticity (shaded) and dilatation (white curves) contours. d) Mean skin friction Cf .
Coordinates x and y normalized by density-weighted displacement thickness δ∗VD. Inflow displacement-
thickness Reynolds number is 3775. From Li and Coleman [4].
5 RECOVERY FROM AN ADVERSE-PRESSURE-GRADIENT STRAIN
This study addresses the mechanisms in a turbulent boundary layer when an adverse
pressure gradient (APG) is applied and then subsequently removed after a finite time [5].
A spatially developing APG boundary layer is emulated using a simplified plane-flow
geometry: in-plane wall motion and simultaneous straining of the domain are applied to
an incompressible turbulence channel flow (figure 4). The in-plane wall motion duplicates
the bulk deceleration of an APG, reducing the wall shear stress. The spatially uniform
and steady applied strain produces the irrotational plane-strain (streamwise compression
A11 = ∂U/∂x < 0 with wall-normal divergence A22 = −A11 = ∂V/∂y > 0) found in an
APG. Spatial changes are thus replaced with temporal ones, as the channel turbulence is
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(a) (b)
Figure 4: Side view of 2D APG boundary layer. a) Spatially developing flow. b) Initial and deformed
domain of time-developing strained-channel idealisation.
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Figure 5: Strained/recovering-channel DNS. a) Profiles of mean velocity: , A22(t − tR) = −0.19;
, A22(t − tR) = 0; , A22(t − tR) = 0.11. b) Skin friction history for one realisation. APG
strain rate A22 = −A11 = 0.3 (uτ/h)t=0. Initial Reynolds number based on channel half-width h and
friction velocity uτ is 600. From Yorke and Coleman [5].
subjected to the deformation history from the spatial case. The APG strain is removed at
A22t = 0.19, after which the flow recovers towards a turbulent Poiseuille flow at Reynolds
number lower than that for the pre-strained (t ≤ 0) initial condition (figure 5). The
evolution of the various terms in the turbulence kinetic energy budget, during the period
after the strain is removed, is shown in figure 6.
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Figure 6: Terms in turbulence kinetic energy k budget for strained/recovering-channel DNS. ,
A22(t− tR) = 0 (Start of recovery); Broken curves, A22(t− tR) = 0.11 (During the recovery): , Pro-
duction; , Dissipation; , Turbulent transport; , Viscous diffusion; , Velocity
pressure-gradient correlation; ◦, applied-strain production. Shaded regions indicate change during recov-
ery. Insets a) and b), k and net ∂k/∂t, respectively: , A22(t− tR) = −0.19; , A22(t− tR) = 0;
, A22(t− tR) = 0.11. Results in a) normalized by uτ at A22t = 0 and h0.19, the channel half-width
at A22t = 0.19; Inset b) and budget curves normalised by h0.19 and U4ref/ν, where Uref = 27.77uτ |t=0.
From Yorke and Coleman [5].
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